
Stop the runway, not our airways 
 
In the name of O Brave New Hong Kong, we urge the government to abort and 
abolish the third runway projects and any related packages of projecti; in the sight of 
expanding powers exercised in the airport security inspections, we urge the 
president of Hong Kong, Leung Chun Ying, to quit the bid of the upcoming 
presidential election, as the punishment of scandals and sabotages during his reign. 
 
     The ratification of 3rd runway project completely violates the exsting orders of 
legislation; the evasion of ratification by the parliament represents the Executive 
Bodies as the threat to our legislative system, where the expenditure is controlled 
and secured. Executive Bodies, in no sense, should transcend the rule of law in any 
terms of justification.  
 
     The package of this project, if not amending, is somewhat fradulent it looks 
like a scam of investment when it comes to the original design. There is a new 
passangers terminal which shrenked a half in the final setting, with another half 
disappeared in the same funding. The runway itself, however can only be used as the 
landing way, in short of proper aerospace arrangement with China; it was a package 
of 10 connected projects when the British government spent $156 billion but it is 
now only, if no top-ups required, the malfunctioned runway, detached terminal, and 
an exsting terminal tore down. To save yourself from a scam, DO NOT ACCEPT IT!  
 
   Whats the distribution of funding is unjust to the social sector; whats the 
maintenance of the health of public finance is mandatory; whats LCY has lost the 
authority in the public with his policies and measures-the cessation of the third 
runway system project is strongly appriciated. In addition the achievement of true 
decratic system is welcomed in order to maintain the sustainability of public finance.  
 
No highspeed rail  
No lantau development 
No 3rd runway  
LCY quit election  
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